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establish a local historic District in Three easy Steps
By Alysa Revell, Farmington Historic Landmarks Commission
Thanks to a newly retooled
preservation ordinance, historic sites and landmarks within
Farmington City will be better
protected and easier to locate
and research*. And thanks
to supportive public officials
and property owners, the
Clark Lane National Historic
District recently became the
first Farmington City Historic
Landmark District. Beyond
recognizing the neighborhood’s historical and architectural importance, the designation will help protect it from
teardown, maintenance, and
incompatible remodel/infill problems
so common in many older neighborhoods. Because of Farmington’s recent
preservation victories, I’ve been asked
to share our “secrets of success” with
other UHF members.
How to Create a Residential Historic District in 3 Easy Steps:
1-Do your work.
2-Get residents and public
officials on board.
3-Install historic marker plaques.
Easy, no? No? No. But
worth it. Allow me to expound.
Step #1:
Do your work. First, nail
down your goals and decide
what type – local or national
– best fulfills those goals.
What’s the difference? Generally, both types of designations entail similar requirements: intensive level surveys,
nomination paperwork, and
approval by government officials. But the results of designation are vastly different.
The power and responsibility
to protect historic resources
lie with local municipalities.
Your city can do what your
state and federal government cannot.
Got that? ALL legal protections come

Clark Lane was settled by Ezra Thompson Clark and his two wives, Mary Stevenson Clark and Susan Leggett Clark. The
home above is the residence built for his
first wife, Mary S. Clark in 1856.
The Timothy Baldwin Clark home (below) was built in 1870-73. Timothy was the
second of ten sons descending from Ezra
T. and Mary S. Clark. They are both part
of the newly formed Clark Lane Historic
District in Farmington.

from a local level. (Hopefully, your city already has
an appropriate ordinance in
place. If not, you’ll need to
help create one. Good luck.)
So, if you’re after recognition
and tax benefits without legal
protections, pursue a National
Register listing (go to the Utah
SHPO’s website for further information: http://history.utah.
gov). If you want recognition
plus legal protections, go for a
local designation. Make sure
you thoroughly understand the
process and requirements for
creating a historic district. Get
all your ducks in a row: required research
completed, paperwork filled out, information gathered, organized and ready to
distribute. Now you are ready to move to
Step 2.
Step #2:
Get the residents and public officials
on board. If a good majority of the
property owners want their neighborhood
designated, you’re more than halfway
there. If not, you’re going to have a hard
time convincing local politicians to do
something their constituency
doesn’t want them to do. Create and strengthen support by
performing the most important work of preservation
advocacy: EDUCATION. I
know, I know. It’s time and
labor intensive, but it forms
the foundation for everything
else you do. Without it, what
does the average citizen (or
planning commissioner,
or city council member or
mayor) know about historic
district benefits? Nothing.
That’s OK. Start at square
one and teach them. Gather
them together and show them
how a historic district designation can positively affect
their community. Informal settings work

(continued on page 5)
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FIRST WORD IN PRESERVATION
This issue of Heritage provides success stories from around Utah that explain how to work
with your neighborhood, town, and historic district. So if you are looking to save a historic building, here are a few key ingredients to success:
Do Your Research
Know Your Zoning Code
Watch for Signs of Development
Attend Public Meetings
Know Your Neighbors
Know Your Locally Elected Officials
Develop a Strategy Early
Get Organized
Be Business Minded
One of the first steps many people inquire about is listing on “the register.” There are many
myths about the survey and registration process, but one that should be dispelled is that it is not
important. Though the process to listing may seem complicated at first, it is vitally important as
the first step in preservation. It is like comparing the beauty of architecture experienced on the
street with history that can otherwise only be read about in books.
As mentioned in these articles, the strength behind executing preservation comes from the involvement of local constituents, those who know the neighborhoods, districts, and their buildings
and sites the best. Often, the local knowledge about a historic site far outpaces the knowledge
that is maintained or what Utah Heritage Foundation can provide. We hope to provide you with
the best training possible to be a part of your community and make preservation work. The Utah
Preservation Conference is one example of a training opportunity. In saving historic structures,
our best strategy is to combine local resources between the knowledge of the historic site and
UHF’s knowledge of advocacy.
Though sometimes it can be, it’s usually not just one or two people in a community. Volunteerism is another key ingredient tied to the success of everything in historic preservation from
surveying neighborhoods, to adopting policy on the local level, to just discussing how their street
should evolve in a positive way with their neighbors. We thank you for your ongoing and extraordinary efforts throughout Utah to utilize our historic buildings and heritage for economic benefit,
heritage tourism, and better neighborhoods and town centers.
Kirk Huffaker
Executive Director
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People in Preservation

UHF Welcomes New Board Members in 2010
Kendall Burwell
Currently a stay at home mother of two, Kendall has worked in the fields of internet marketing,
architecture and interior design, and social justice. Over the past eight years she has been actively
involved with the Utah Coalition Against Sexual Assault (UCASA), acting as the interim executive
director, chair of the Board of Trustees, and chair of the fundraising committee. She is also a state
certified sexual assault victim advocate. In 2006 Kendall was appointed by Governor Huntsman to the
State Advisory Board on Children’s Justice where she is currently developing a statewide protocol for
Children’s Justice Centers working with Spanish speaking clients.
Kendall was born and raised in Salt Lake City. She is a graduate of Rowland Hall St Mark’s School
and the University of Virginia. She also studied at the University of Seville in Seville, Spain and at the
Harvard Graduate School of Design. She returned to Salt Lake in 2002, and presently lives in a contemporary hexagon in the Arlington Hills neighborhood of Salt Lake.
Ceri Jones
Ceri serves as the Director of Executive Programs for SunGard Higher Education, a leading provider of software, services, strategic consulting, and technology management for colleges and universities. She is a licensed
attorney and marketing director with expertise in customer advisory programs, compliance with federal educational privacy and US export regulations, communications strategy, product positioning, and market research in
the higher education software industry.
She received her BA in English from Stanford University, a MA from University of Oxford in History of Art,
and obtained her law degree from Tulane University School of Law. She has served as the Alta Club Arts Foundation Secretary/Treasurer since 2005 and was President of the Board in 2008. This is Ceri’s second term on Utah
Heritage Foundation’s Board of Trustees.
Michael Petersen
Michael has been providing financial advice to and managing the assets of corporations, entrepreneurs,
institutions, and individuals for over twenty years. He specializes in portfolio design and alternative investments. He is a Chartered Alternative Investment Analyst (CAIA) and has graduate degrees in both
economics and business (MBA) from the University of Chicago. He graduated from the University of
Utah with BS degrees in Economics and in History.
Currently he is Chief Investment Officer of Acadia Capital Advisors, a Registered Investment Advisor. He has held senior investment positions with a wide range of Wall Street financial firms. Previously
he worked for: Bentley Associates, a New York investment-banking boutique; Bank of America; KPMG
Peat Marwick; and Pacific Gas & Electric.
Kathleen Sacco
Kathleen is a seasoned retail executive with over twenty years of continuous employment with
the O.C. Tanner Company. Ms. Sacco has served in several capacities over her two decades with
O.C. Tanner including, sales associate, sales manager, buyer and her current role as General Manager of the downtown SLC location. She was fortunate to be involved in the recent restoration of
the new home of the O.C. Tanner Jewelry Store, which was previously home to the original Salt
Lake Library and also the Hansen Planetarium. Kathleen is proud
of her involvement with many community service projects over
the years, giving of her time and involving her company.

Christopher Von Maack
Christopher has been an associate at Magleby & Greenwood,
P.C. since 2005 where he practices complex commercial litigation, concentrating on areas of
intellectual property, contract, real property, and commercial tort.
His post graduate work includes the Utah Court of Appeals where he was Law Clerk to the
Honorable Pamela T. Greenwood. He received his Bachelor of Arts in English at the University
of California Los Angeles and attended University of the Pacific, McGeorge School of Law in
Sacramento, California.
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people in preservation

Anita Winegar
How long have you been volunteering for UHF, and how were you
introduced to UHF?
I started volunteering as a tour guide at the annual home show
through an ad in the newsletter where
I worked at Lockheed Martin (Now
L3Communications). Gosh, I really
don’t remember how long ago but I’d say
at least 15 years. I’ve been active as a docent at the Governor’s Mansion for six or
seven years and later for the McCune for
approximately four years and the David
Keith for two. I’ve helped with the Preservation Conference since its beginning
in 2007 and have been on the Volunteer
Board for two years as Treasurer.
What tour is your favorite tour to give?
And what specifically is your favorite
part?
My favorite tour is the McCune Mansion. I marvel at the incredible details
and true splendor each time I go through
the home. I love sharing it with people
because they are always amazed also. My
favorite part is telling about Alfred & Elizabeth McCune. They were
both interesting and very accomplished people and their story is
fascinating. My audiences always love the tours and give me lots of
compliments and positive feedback. But how can you miss with a
historical building as beautiful as the McCune Mansion?

greater understanding and respect for that concept.
What keeps you coming back to give tours?
My love for the buildings that I show,
the interesting people that I meet on my
tours, and the camaraderie of the truly
dedicated volunteers.
What are you looking forward to the
most about being the President of the
Volunteer Guild Board in 2010?
We’ve had so many outstanding Presidents and I know it will be impossible to
fill any of their shoes. I’m very humble
and a little apprehensive about taking the
helm after Jane Anderson, but I’m excited
to do what I can to serve UHF. For me,
it will be a great growing experience and
a lot of fun. I just hope that I can be effective to help the general public become
more aware of preservation issue as well as
help UHF grow.

Tell us something that we would be surprised to know about you.
I jumped out of an airplane. Oh, and I can whistle louder than
just about anybody.

What do you do when you are not volunteering?
H-m-m-m, Not much. I read a lot; exercise daily; am on the
Activities Committee for my Church and am on my high school class
reunion committee; spend time with family and friends; garden in the
summer; study Spanish; play around on the guitar; am writing some
stories of my life -- and I travel as much as possible. I just got back
from a month in Spain. I’ve been fortunate enough to visit six of the
seven continents. There’s just Antarctica left. I may not make that
one.
How has volunteering for UHF changed your thoughts about
preservation?
I have lived in an adobe pioneer home built in 1854 for forty years
so have been interested in preservation for a long time but UHF has
deepened my concern and resolve to preserve the best of our past and
present. I am always amazed and saddened at some of the buildings
that get torn down but I’ve seen many saved through the efforts and
influence of UHF and I am honored to do my little part to help preservation happen. Some people are committed to saving lives, some
to saving animals and some to saving wonderful buildings that have
a life of their own that can never be replaced. UHF has given me a
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establish a local historic District in 3 easy Steps (cont.)

best. Always provide food. Use
pictures; before-and-afters are
very helpful. Assure them that
you are not inventing the wheel.
Provide examples from other
cities that have created successful historic districts. People in
general and politicians especially
are much more comfortable supporting a plan that has already
worked somewhere else. What
to say? Try starting with this: A
residential property is one of two
things: It is a place to live with
quality of life being the top priority, or it is a place to rent or sell,
with the highest monetary return
being the top priority. So, the
This is the Joseph Smith Clark Home, located at 340 Clark Lane.
question of historic neighborhood
Joseph
was the fifth of eleven children of Ezra Thompson Clark
protection comes down to this:
and his first wife, Mary Stevenson Clark.
What do we value more in our
neighborhood: short-term money
(and it is only short-term, for
in 5 or 10 or 20 years, a neighborhood
as the historic character of a district
protection ordinance can go a long
declines, so does its property values!)
way to attract future buyers looking for
or a lasting, long-term quality of life
long-term ownership and enjoyment
(and its accompanying, more secure
of historic homes. Listing as a District,
property values)? The designation and
rather than as an individual property,
protection of historic districts require
protects everyone. Current and future
adopting a long-term view. (Sidenote:
owners can feel confident investing in
Elect public officials with a long-term
a neighborhood that other property
view. Alternately, just use the ones
owners can’t ruin. Once everyone’s on
you’ve got and educate them until
the same page, ask your city officials
they’re on board. Surprisingly, it can
to designate the district. Unsuccessful?
be done.) When these homes turn over
Repeat Step 2. Green light? Throw a

party. Alert the local media to cover
the event. Take a well-deserved nap.
Move on to Step 3.
Step #3:
Use some of your CLG funds
to install historical marker plaques.
They look nice, educate the public
and, best of all, double as “developer, keep out!” signs.

Alysa Revell is a Clark Lane resident and member of Farmington’s
Historic Preservation Commission,
which proposed a new preservation
ordinance. For additional information, contact her at alysa_revell@
yahoo.com
* Farmington City’s Historic Buildings and Sites ordinance can be
viewed at http://www.farmington.
utah.gov/downloads/community_
development/title_11_chapter_39_.
pdf

Thank you to the following for choosing Memorial House to host their special event!
December
Intermountain Healthcare
VCBO Architecture
University of Utah – Surgical Intensive Care Unit
Utah Cultural Alliance
University of Utah – Department of Pathology
University of Utah – Department of English
University of Utah – Radiation Oncology
DJ Shaw & Elizabeth Woodall
Carrie Phillips & Casey Spackman
Emilie Thompson & Tony Iliff
Strayer University
Whitney McDermott & Jake Wilding
Simmons Family
Katie Gillmor & Zach Ellis
Caitlin Watts & Tyler Bowen
Amy Naser & Brent Schmidt
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Stevi Barker & Anthony Padilla
Kelli Towers & Evan Jasper
Courtney Deans & Matt Sanders
February
University of Utah, Molecular Biology and Biological
Chemistry Department
Chelsea Kinyon & Paul Larsen
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National Register Historic Districts
Vs.
Local Historic Districts:
What’s the Difference?
By Cory Jensen, Utah State Historic Preservation Office
Historic districts are
perhaps the best way to
promote our architectural heritage and the
preservation of historic
buildings. Don’t get me
wrong, buildings individually listed in the National
Register are great too;
however, with a historic
district not only do you
have more buildings, but
also a broader physical
setting for the historical
context—a bigger piece
of the historical pie, so to
speak.
There are more than
fifty historic districts in Utah, and that
number increases by a couple each
year. These districts range from very
large urban districts with a couple of
thousand buildings, down to a single site
with only a few buildings. Each district
has its own story and the architecture to
portray that story.
I often receive inquiries about what it
means to own a building located within
the boundaries of an historic district. In
order to explain this I have to clarify that
there are two types of districts: those
listed in the National Register
of Historic Places (NRHP),
and those listed in a local
landmarks register. Each one
has its own characteristics
and purposes. The confusion
comes where there are overlapping boundaries of the
two, such as many of those
located in Salt Lake City. So,
in this article, I will try to explain the differences between
the two and a little about the
process of establishing and
listing a historic district.
The Process of Listing a
District
In order to nominate a
district to the NRHP the
buildings that are considered
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Historic Districts not
only preserve architecture, but also the context
in which it stands. This
property, built in 1901 on
Clark Lane, belonged to
Annie Clark Tanner, the
eldest daughter of Ezra
and Susan, and author of
A Mormon Mother.

contributing to the district must meet
certain criteria established by the National Park Service: 1) they must be at
least 50 years old (except in exceptional
cases); 2) they must retain a high degree
of architectural integrity; and 3) they
must have significance, either historical
or architectural (or both).
Prior to being considered for a nomination as a historic district, the area of
interest must be inventoried. This is
done through what is called a reconnaissance level survey (RLS). An RLS
is completed by a professional research

consultant who, in the process, photographs each property and notes certain
characteristics, including approximate
construction date, building type and style,
construction materials, and so forth. Then
an evaluation of each building is completed, noting whether or not the building
retains enough historical integrity to be
considered contributing. The consultant
also researches the survey area’s history to
provide context for the architecture and its
role in that history. This is all packaged in
a survey report.
Once the RLS is completed a map is
generated from the survey. Based
on this map, the determination
can be made whether there is
a dense enough concentration
of historic resources to proceed
with a historic district nomination. And, based on the location
of the strongest core of contributing buildings, boundaries are
drawn. After all this is completed, the next step is to prepare the
district nomination.
Like individual building
nominations, historic district
nominations go through a
review process. Typically there
is a public review held for the
people who live in the district
boundaries to inform them what
Preserving the history of the original residents is another benefit of historic
districts. This is the home of Ezra Thompson Clark and his second wife
(continued on next page)
Susan Leggett Clark and was built in 1868.
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national vs local historic districts (cont.)

living within a district listing
means. In this meeting it might
be explained that although
they live within the proposed
district boundaries, it does not
necessarily mean that their
property is going to be listed.
If a building does not retain its
architectural integrity or is not
at least 50 years old, then it will
be considered a non-contributing
structure. Only those buildings
that meet these criterions will
be listed as contributing to the
district.

the local landmarks district is seen
as more of a planning tool that
takes local values and concerns
into consideration to protect historical resources.
I should note that there is one
important incentive that National Register-listing provides to
encourage preservation that is not
available at the locally-designated
level. This is a tax credit on the
amount spent for a qualified
rehabilitation of a listed building. For residential architecture it
is a 20% state income tax credit,
and for income-producing properTwo Different Districts: What
ties it is a 20% federal income tax
Does it Mean?
credit. The tax credit projects are
Property owners sometimes
administered through the Utah
assume that having a building
State Historic Preservation Office
The Amasa Lyman Clark home, built in 1885 adds to the overall (SHPO). They are a valuable tool
listed on the National Register
character of the Clark Lane Historic District.
means they must maintain it
that encourages the rehab and
in a certain way, or that they
reuse of historic buildings.
cannot make any changes to the
Hopefully, this explanation has
preserve these historic buildings. And fibuilding. Some even think they will be
clarified the differences between National
nally, some cities, such as Salt Lake City,
required to open their house to public
Register and local historic districts. But,
Ogden, and Murray, among others, have
viewing. However, none of this is true.
whatever the differences, both raise awareregulatory responsibilities. These cities
Listing in the National Register is
ness about these valuable resources and
review and must approve the work done
an honorific designation, meant to
thus help to preserve Utah’s most visible
on the exterior of the buildings which
educate people about our history and
historic artifacts and maintain the historic
are listed in the local register. It is at the
architecture and to encourage preservacharacter of our communities.
local level where meaningful protection
tion of historic resources. There are
of historic buildings occurs. The level
no requirements to keep or to maintain
Cory Jensen is the Senior Preservation
of protection provided by a particular
a listed building in a certain way. The
Program
Specialist for the State of Utah,
city is dependent upon the interest of
only penalty a building owner would
Division
of
State History. He is also in
the citizens and the political will of the
incur would be the removal of the
charge
of
Coordinating
National Regiselected officials.
building from the National Register if
ter
nominations
and
is
an
Architectural
As noted earlier, each type of district
the building is demolished or altered in
Historian.
has its place in a community. Where a
a way that causes the loss of its historic
Contributions for this article were made
National Register district is listed at the
integrity.
by
Barbara Murphy, Deputy State Historic
federal level and is meant as an honorific
Sometimes confusion arises because
Preservation
Officer.
designation to encourage preservation,
a building or district is listed in both the
National Register and a city Landmarks register. Many cities in Utah
have preservation ordinances and have
established a local register of historic
buildings. For some communities, this
list is an honorific designation similar to
the National Register. In others, the local preservation commission is advisory,
offering assistance on the best ways to

It is important to preserve a neighborhood in its natural state including
residences and business. This store front
is located on 1200 East, in the University
Historic District.
H E R I TAG E
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The History of the University Historic District
By Arla Funk, Salt Lake City Landmarks Commission
The University Historic District has a variety of architectural
styles and uses for the
buildings within the
district. The Art Deco
LDS church (right) is
near the edge of the
district located along
1350 East. And the
residence below has a
Spanish flair.

On November 19, 1991, the University Historic District was recognized. It all
began when Alan Hardman, the Council
Representative for the area, asked Lynn
Jacobsen, to organize a group and apply
for Historic Designation. Many houses
in this area had already been torn down
and small apartment buildings were
going up interrupting the neighborhood “feel’” near the University. This
neighborhood began when university
professors, successful businessmen, local
architects, and politicians built beautiful
homes in the area. With such a rich history, it seemed advisable to try to protect
this area or the city.
The District boundaries are from
South Temple on the north, 500 South
on the south and from 1350 East to 1100
East. With the abundance of historically
significant homes below 1100 East, the
initial survey was intended to collect
information further west. But the job
became overwhelming for the volunteers
and they elected to make the district
smaller with the hopes that more of
the area would be added at a later time
when more volunteers, or professionals,
could facilitate the survey of these additional structures. Since that time the City
has, in fact, started a more expansive and
intense level survey and the expansion
of the district is proposed and could be a
reality in the near future.
At the time we started the application
process for the University Historic District, Salt Lake had just hired their first
city planner specializing in preservation.
The city contributed film to photograph
the houses and was responsible for having it developed, but the rest of the work
was left to volunteers and neighbors. The
many volunteers that helped complete

the survey were not well trained in properly classifying the homes, but when
submitted, the surveys were accepted
and the District was formed. Since then
the entire historic District has been resurveyed by professionals.
The University Historic District is

The university neighbors have worked diligently to preserve the feel of their neighborhood by preserving the “streetscape” that is so unique to the area.
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not only important as one of Salt Lake
City’s first neighborhoods, but also for
the notable people that built homes and
lived in the area. Some of the prominent
people who helped to build the University
Historic District are:
Carl Neuhausen, the architect for the
Kearns Mansion and Cathedral of the
Madeleine. He built his own home on
100 South at the same time as he was
supervising the construction of the Kearns
Mansion.
The Coveys, who founded Little America in Wyoming, constructed two homes on
First South along with their partner Blaney
who also built a home there.
Two Presidents of the University of
Utah, Joseph Kingsbury and LeRoy
Cowles, built homes located within the
Historic District.
The corner of 300 South and 1200 East
had a house built by Frank Orem, who
constructed the railroad line to Orem, UT.
LaMont Felt who owned Felt Lighting
owned a home on 1200 East.
Waldemar Reed lived on 100 South,
in the first home built on that block.
Brigham Young deeded a whole block to
this family who made many trips eastward
along the pioneer trail in an effort to help
bring people into the Salt Lake Valley.
Joseph F. Smith, a president of the LDS
church, also constructed two homes on
University Street.
As you can see from this sampling of
the University Historic District residents,
the district was established to preserve an
overwhelmingly significant piece of Utah
history and architecture.

Arla Funk serves on the Salt Lake City
Landmarks Commission and was an integral part of establishing the local University Historic District.
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Architecture in focus - 2010 Preservation conference

Opening Night - The Utah Premiere of
Visual Acoustics: The Modernism of Julius Shulman
Thursday, April 29, 6:30 PM
Salt Lake City Main Library Auditorium
Winner of multiple awards for best documentary feature, Visual Acoustics
explores the monumental career of architectural photographer Julius Shulman.
Shulman’s images helped to shape the careers of some of the greatest architects
of the 20th century, including Frank Lloyd Wright, Richard Neutra and John
Lautner. Narrated by Dustin Hoffman, the film explores both Shulman’s art and
his uniquely individualistic life offering a lyrical portrait of modernism’s most
eloquent ambassador.
After the screening, Film Director Eric Bricker and a panel of local experts will
answer audience questions and discuss photography, preservation, and modern
architecture.
Opening Night Funded in part by:
Photo Courtesy of Arthouse Films

Come for breakfast and stay all day for great education sessions and our Heritage Awards Luncheon.
Friday, April 30th at the Salt Lake Masonic Temple - 650 East South Temple
Breakfast and Brainstorming
8:00 – 8:45 AM
Get your juices flowing with a little brainstorming and
Continental breakfast by joining your colleagues at a lively
roundtable discussion about what is happening in your community. Get advice from other communities about tough
issues and give your input and guidance on the future of
preservation programs for Utah. All attendees welcome. CLG
representatives, preservation commissioners, and planners are
encouraged to participate.
Heritage Awards Luncheon
12:00 – 1:15 PM
Join us in celebrating individuals, organizations, and projects that have demonstrated excellence in preservation.
Tickets are $35 per person in advance / $40 day of Awards.
Seating is limited.

Education Sessions
9:00 AM – 4:15 PM
Not-to-be missed sessions include:
• Architectural Photography
• Stayin’ Alive in Utah: Dance Halls, Barns and Heritage Tourism
• Get a Reaction: Preserve Utah’s Nuclear Age
• Building a Successful Board or Commission
• All Preservationists Go to Heaven: Success Stories
• Preservation Strategies: The Place of History
• Art of the State: Creating Successful Cultural Centers
• State of the Art: New Technology in Preservation
• Affordable Mid-Century Modern Resources
• Take Action: Fight Demolition in Your Community
• The Benefits of Regular Maintenance
• Weatherization: The Next Big Thing
Complete conference information and tickets are available online –
www.utahheritagefoundation.org

Celebrate the City
At The Fisher Masion
1206 West 200 South

Come and explore the Historic Albert Fisher Mansion on May 14-15 as Mayor Becker
hosts the second annual Celebrate the City. Held last year at the City & County Building,
Celebrate the City serves to educate our community about the many historic properties
owned by Salt Lake City and to raise necessary funds to protect and preserve these magnificent resources.
Friday, May 14, 6-9 pm – Victorian gala evening
Saturday, May 15, 2-5 pm – Community and family activities
Saturday, May 15, 4-8 pm – Beer/root beer garden
H E R I TAG E
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Utah’s Preservation Heroes
Only through membership dues and generous contributions is Utah Heritage Foundation able to preserve, protect, and promote Utah’s
historic built environment through public education, advocacy, and active preservation. The following partners in preservation have recently contributed to Utah Heritage Foundation. The Board of Trustees, volunteers, and staff sincerely thank these Preservation Heroes.

Preservation Council
Utah Heritage Foundation’s Preservation Council recognizes annual donors at the $1,000 level and above.
We extend our thanks to the members of the Preservation Council for their generous support.
$10,000+
American Express Charitable Fund, SLC
Big-D Construction, SLC
Sue Anderson Ball, Provo
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints Foundation, SLC
George S. & Dolores Doré Eccles
Foundation, SLC
National Trust For Historic Preservation,
Washington, DC
Sorenson Legacy Foundation, SLC
XMission, SLC
$5,000+
Individual
Martha Bradley and Bob Evans, SLC
Corporate
LeCroissant Catering, SLC
Utah State Historical Society, SLC
Foundation
Lawrence T. & Janet T. Dee Foundation,
SLC
$2,500+
Individual
Muffy and Michael Ferro, SLC
Period Reported November 13, 09-March 2, 2010
Advocate - $500
Scott and Alice Williams, SLC
Donor - $100
Chris Anderson, SLC
Peter Harvey and Barbara Cox,
SLC
George and Nancy Eisenmann, SLC
Molly Hutsinpiller, SLC
M. Craig and Becky Johns,
SLC
Heather McMaster and
Sub-hash Kithany, SLC
Janet Minden, SLC
Bim Oliver, SLC
Leroy and Marilu Peterson,
SLC
Brent Ward and Kay Sundberg, SLC
Harold Vonk, Ogden
Barbara Watson, St. George
Suzanne Weaver, SLC
Brian Wilkinson, SLC
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Corporate
Abstract Masonry Restoration, SLC
The Bringhurst Group, SLC
InterNet Properties, SLC
Lowell Construction, SLC
O.C. Tanner Company, SLC
Zions Bank, SLC
Foundation
George Q. Morris Foundation, Holladay
KeyBank Foundation, SLC/Cleveland, OH
M Lazy M Foundation, SLC
$1,000+
Individual
James and Carolyn Christopher, SLC
Amy Gallivan and Dru Damico, SLC
Mike Evertsen, SLC
Jill Johnson, Park City
Tina Lewis, Park City
Denise Sobel, New York, NY
Sam and Diane Stewart, SLC
Corporate
American Heritage Window Rebuilders,
SLC
Bacchus Event Planning Services, SLC
Capitol Hill Construction, SLC

Cooper Roberts Simonsen Associates, SLC
Downtown Alliance of Salt Lake City
FFKR Architects, SLC
Home-Tech, Inc, SLC
Jones Waldo Holbrook and McDonough PC,
SLC
McNeil Group, Midvale
MJSA Architects, SLC
National Trust for Historic Preservation
Mountain Plains Office, Denver, CO
Salt Lake County, SLC
Third Sun Productions, SLC
Foundation
C. Comstock Clayton Foundation, SLC
Governor’s Mansion Foundation, SLC
Nebeker Family Foundation, Ogden
Park City Historical Society and Museum,
Park City
Patterson Family Memorial Foundation,
Ogden
Rocky Mountain Power Foundation, Portland,
OR
Weber County Heritage Foundation, Ogden
Wheeler Foundation, SLC

Todd and Michelle McKinley,
Bountiful
Richard and Jayne Middleton,
SLC
Elizabeth Naccarato, SLC
Richard and Renee Nordlund,
SLC
Marianne O’Brien and Tom
May, SLC
Ken and Staci Poppleton, SLC
Walter and Linda Roberts,
Altadena, CA
Alysa Revell and Chadwick
Greenhalgh, Farmington
Theodore and Elizabeth
Schmidt, SLC
Bob and Sue Watson, SLC
John and Jeannette Woolf,
Provo

Individual - $35
Patricia Adams, Las Vegas, NV
Richard Blaylock, Ogden
Gail Bock, Layton
Laurie Bryant, SLC
Patricia Comarell, SLC
Jim Crook, Logan
John Crook
Phyllis Crook, Heber City
Thomas Crook, Redmond, WA
David B. Dee, SLC
Family - $50
Robert DeGroff, Price
J. Richard Wilcox and Jen
Tom DeGroff, Petersburg, VA
Colby, SLC
Virginia DeGroff, Provo
Jeff and Melinda Dean, SLC
Steve England, SLC
Lewis Francis and Dana
David Gravelle, SLC
Costello, SLC
Jerrold Green, SLC
David and Diana Gessel, SLC
Jan Huffaker, Mundelein, IL
Peter and Inge-Lise Goss, SLC
Kim Johnson, SLC
Maxine Haggerty, SLC
Karen Krieger, SLC
William Hutchinson, North
Jennifer Lund, SLC
Salt Lake
Modern - $40
Elizabeth Bradley-Wilson, SLC Sarah Lundberg, Brigham City
Bruce and Barbara HutchiGayle Macey, SLC
The Green Ant, SLC
son, SLC
Jonathan Marshall, SLC
University of Utah College of
Thomas and Sarah Kurrus,
Architecture + Planning, SLC Stephen Pace, SLC
SLC
Shirley Palmquist, North Salt
Harold and Martha Lamb, SLC Christa Zaro, SLC
Lake
Institution/Government - $50
Washington County Historical
Society, St. George
Fort Harmony Historical
Society, New Harmony
National Park Service, Denver,
CO
Uintah County Western
Heritage Museum, Vernal
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Diane Weinberger, SLC
Jerre Winder, SLC

Senior/Student - $25
Nancy Anderson, SLC
Jane Anderson, SLC
George R. Cannon, Jr., St.
George
Kathryn Chidester, American
Fork
Mike Dorrell, SLC
Joan Durfey, Spring City
Joan Earl, SLC
Barbara Felt, SLC
Frances Gooley, SLC
Beverly Gundersen, Sandy
Richard Henrichsen,
Centerville
Stephanie Jackel, Vista, CA
David McDowell, SLC
Lucille McPhee, SLC
Gail Meakins, SLC
Pack Creek Ranch, Moab
Lynn Raybould, SLC
Gary Thorne, Bountiful
Sarah Uhle, SLC
Pattie Rae Van Kampen, SLC
Wally Wright, SLC
WINTER 2010

Unrestricted Donations
Chris Anderson, SLC
Chevron Humankind Matching
Gift Program, Princeton, NJ
Mladen and Cynthia Bestvina, SLC
Kathryn Chidester, American Fork
George and Nancy Eisenmann,
SLC
FFKR Architects, SLC
Brett Garner, Bountiful
Frances Gooley, SLC
Kirk Huffaker, SLC
Lynne Johnston, St. George
Microsoft Matching Gifts Program,
Princeton, NJ
Kathy Nielsen, SLC
Patterson Family Memorial
Foundation, Ogden
Leslie Peterson, SLC
Lisa Poppleton, SLC
Denise Sobel, New York, NY
Mid-Year Appeal
Jerald Bennion, SLC
In Memory of Donald M.
Stromquist
Ann Jefferds, SLC
In Memory of Floralie Millsaps
Barbara Dewsnup, Holladay
Gail Bock, Layton
In Memory of Brent Ward
Gail Bock, Layton
John and Mary Lou Gottschall,
SLC
Year End Appeal
American Heritage Window
Rebuilders, SLC
Sue Anderson Ball, Provo
David Barber, SLC
John and Terry Becker, SLC
Earle and Linda Bevins, SLC
Bob and Anna Bliss, SLC
Lucia Browning, Ogden
Jim and Lyn Christopher, SLC
Patricia Comarell, SLC
Hal Compton, Heber City
Allison Dahlin, St. Paul, MN
Delta City

In Kind Donations
Brio Technologies, Draper
Fabian & Clendenin, P.C., SLC
Specialty Linen and Chair Covers,
SLC
Diane Tracy, St. George
Thanks to the King’s English Bookshop and our UHF
members who helped raise
$115 during our community
shopping weekend on November 13-15, 2009.

UHF’s Salt Lake County programs supported in part
by the Salt Lake County Zoo, Arts, and Parks program
and event promotion through Now Playing Utah.
H E R I TAG E
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Joann Fettig, SLC
W. Knox and Barbara Fitzpatrick,
SLC
Lewis Francis and Dana Costello,
SLC
Ralph and Doneta Gatherum,
Layton
Melodie Gay, West Jordan
Sarah George and Rick Ford,
SLC
Ann Harrison, SLC
Ken Hartner and Michele Taylor,
SLC
Connie Holbrook, SLC
Jeffrey Johnson, SLC
Susan Loving, Stansbury Park
M Lazy M Foundation, SLC
Francis and Constance Madsen,
SLC
Floralie Millsaps, SLC
Alison Mitchell, SLC
Mount Pleasant City
Pleasant Grove Historical
Commission, Pleasant Grove
Kaye Poulton-Timm, SLC
Jill Quinn, Taylorsville
Signature Books, SLC
Skip and Molly Silloway, SLC
Homer and Patricia Smith, SLC
L. Douglas Smoot, Provo
Sheri Sohm, SLC
Adam and Alison Swillinger, SLC
Jerald and Edna Taylor, SLC
Kate Little and Ron Tharp, SLC
Evan Vickers, Cedar City
Carl and Martha Wankier, SLC
The Wilcox-Smith Charitable
Foundation, Kaysville
Robert and Deborah Young, SLC
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Utah Heritage Foundation is a tax-exempt 501(c)3 organization.
All donations over $15 are tax deductible.
UHF • P.O. Box 28, SLC, UT 84110-0028 • 801.533.0858 • www.utahheritagefoundation.org

Shop REI Online to Benefit
Utah Heritage Foundation
As much as we love Utah’s historic buildings, we
also enjoy the state’s magnificent natural landscapes.
If you are shopping with recreation and the outdoors in mind, you can also support Utah Heritage
Foundation by clicking on the REI logo below or on our website. When you
access REI.com or REI-OUTLET through our link, Utah Heritage Foundation
receives a 7% commission on any purchase you make.
REI.com sells quality gear, clothing, and footwear for outdoor recreation.
All products are backed by a 100% guarantee. REI.com customers can enjoy
free shipping to any of REI’s 90+ stores nationwide (of which there are two
in the Salt Lake Valley). You can also purchase REI gift cards and e-gift cards
on the REI website.
We hope this opportunity will provide a convenience to you as well as support the historic preservation programs of Utah Heritage Foundation.

More information:
www.utahheritagefoundation.org/
U TA H
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Utah Heritage Foundation
Memorial House in Memory Grove Park
P.O. Box 28
Salt Lake City UT 84110-0028
(801) 533-0858
www.utahheritagefoundation.org
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Federal Heights Historic Homes Tour
Sa tur d ay M ay 1 , 2 0 1 0
10: 00 A M - 5 : 0 0 P M

This year’s tour features one of Utah’s most exclusive and eclectic neighborhoods. Between
winding tree-lined streets, Federal Heights offers a wide variety of architectural styles that have
been beautifully restored and adapted for modern living.
Tickets are $15 in advance and for UHF members / $20 day of tour.

Tickets and Preservation Conference information are
available online – www.utahheritagefoundation.org

